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Letter from the Editor
Serpentine
Synthetic
Ecologies
Lab
presents
Compendium, a growing collective archive of resources,
reflections, sketches, conversations, and content that
support artistic and critical inquiry into ecology and life
sciences. The inaugural season is Microbial Lores curated
by Angela Dimayuga and a guild of extraordanry thought
leaders. With focus on fermentation the archive deep
dives into broad histories of knowledge and the invisible
scales of life that govern not only our kitchens, but also
our contemporary science, culture and technology.
Bringing artistic and scientific communities into
experimental exchanges through iterative narrative
building, and by contributing to the emergence of
Synthetic Ecologies we are creating an intersectional field
that investigates the interconnectedness of cultural
inquiry and living systems in relation to adapting
biological developments.
We believe that creativity is connecting the dots, sharing
and building collectively paths less crossed. There is no
wrong way of seeing. We invite you to walk along a path
with us, and share your compendium of compendiums.

— Yasaman Sheri

The Compendium Guild who has collected and created
the archive is made up of:
Yasaman Sheri
Angela Dimayuga
Nadia Berenstein
Namita Patel
Joshua Evans
Lucy Chinen
Seetal Solanki
Claire L. Evans
Chiara Di Leone
Alexander Boyes
Charles Broskoski

Principal Investigator
Chef, Cultural Producer,
Transdisciplinary Artist
Flavour Historian
Fermentation Scientist
Novel Fermentations
Researcher
Bio-based Materials
Practitioner & Researcher
Materials Translator
Writer & Musician
Writer & Researcher
Integrated Producer
Co-founder Are.na
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BATTLES WITH BACTERIOPHAGE (PART 16):
Phage therapy as a potential solution in the fight
against antimicrobial resistance

source: Phage therapy as a potential solution in the fight
against AMR: obstacles and possible futures Humanities and Social Scien...
Connected by Namita Patel
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Biodegradable Plastics - Can
Polyhydroxyalkanoates Be Produced Efficiently
From Waste Plant and Animal Oils?
Biodegradable Plastics >"Polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHAs)
are a potential replacement for some petrochemical-based
plastics. PHAs are polyesters synthesized and stored by
various bacteria and archaea in their cytoplasm as waterinsoluble inclusions. PHAs are usually produced when
the microbes are cultured with nutrient-limiting
concentrations of nitrogen, phosphorus, sulfur, or oxygen
and excess carbon sources. Such fermentation conditions
have been optimized by industry to reduce the cost of
PHAs produced commercially. Industrially, these
biodegradable polyesters are derived from microbial
fermentation processes utilizing various carbon sources."

source: Frontiers | Can Polyhydroxyalkanoates Be
Produced Efficiently From Waste Plant and Animal Oils?
| Bioengineering and Biotechnology
Connected by Namita Patel
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Biomaterials - bacterial cellulose-footwear.jfif

Connected by Namita Patel
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Biomaterials - Bacterial cellulose as a potential
bioleather substitute for the footwear industry

source: Bacterial cellulose as a potential bioleather
substitute for the footwear industry
Connected by Namita Patel
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Sustainability in Disposal of Single-Use Systems
>"Single-use components for biopharmaceutical
manufacturing have a lower environmental impact than
reusable components, but disposal is still a
consideration."

source: Sustainability in Disposal of Single-Use Systems
Connected by Namita Patel
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Biofuel Production

source: Shedding light on dark fermentation for biofuel
production
Connected by Namita Patel
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tentative science around establishing 'new' tastes—what
constitutes a taste conceptually? Typically I think it is
often seen to require identifying a specific receptor (or
receptors) in the mouth and a specific molecule (or
molecules) that stimulate it/them. But there might also
be controversy here.

Connected by Joshua Evans
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Substances that keep coming up when learning about
insect fungus farming: Penicillin - to control bacteria that
would sicken the fungus, comes from body of leaf cutter
ant but obviously also antibiotic. Mold kills bacteria.
Ethanol - ambrosia beetles are attracted to sick trees
with ethanol to start their garden. - Lucy

Connected by lucy chinen
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A Philosophy of Recipes: Making, Experiencing, and
Valuing

Connected by Chiara Di Leone
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Mother Scobies

Connected by Seetal Solanki
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Parasite Radical Becoming In The Ongoing Now by
Alexandra Neuman

Connected by Seetal Solanki
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Myth: Radical Becmoing In The Ongoing Now
Alexandra Neuman

Connected by Seetal Solanki
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Domestication of Industrial Microbes

source: Domestication of Industrial Microbes
Connected by lucy chinen
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Evidence for the hallmarks of human aging in
replicatively aging yeast
>"Recently, efforts have been made to characterize the
hallmarks that accompany and contribute to the
phenomenon of aging, as most relevant for humans 1.
Remarkably, studying the finite lifespan of the single cell
eukaryote budding yeast (recently reviewed in 2 and 3)
has been paramount for our understanding of aging."

Connected by Namita Patel
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Material Memory is what sticks out to me. A lot of what
has been passed through ancient traditions and where all
of this knowledge and wisdom is traversing to now.
Materials have been the vessels of holding this knowledge
and are containing so much memory, memories that are
connected to the human and also what is being
contained/fermented. This timeline that we can focus on
for this would be western science meets indigenous
science, so that we are including both perspectives and all
of the in between. The materials are a way of passing on
knowledge so to speak and now these materials are being
reinterpreted for our needs today but also being
rediscovered - old meets new or familiar meets
unfamiliar.

Connected by Seetal Solanki
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